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Jan 19, 2013 SOURCE: i have a
problem withz riso rp 3105 ep. This is

an outdated printer and drivers for
such are hard to find. Troubleshooting
the Printer Driver and Printer Mode.
GETTING THE PRINTER GOING
BACK UP: With this guide you will

be able to download the correct
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driver, and install it on your
computer; it will help in

troubleshooting problems and
optimize your system. This is a very

detailed guide with step-by-step
installation instructions. It will walk

you through all the essential
troubleshooting steps so that you are
able to connect your printer to your

computer and start using it. This guide
is about using printers with the

Windows operating system. Be sure to
read the README.TXT file before

you start. It has important information
about the usage of this guide. The

guide is targeted at using the Correct
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Printer Driver and Service Pack for
your model of printer. NOTE: If you

are a new user, read the owner's
manual first. You can find the driver

for your model at Step 1: Connect
Your Printer to Your Computer If you
are using a normal USB cable with a
USB plug and a USB socket, you can
just plug it in your computer. If you

are using a USB Cable with a
extension, plug the end of the

extension cable into your printer, and
then into your computer. NOTE: If

you are using a cable with an
extension cable, you have to plug the

extension cable into your printer
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before you plug the USB end of the
cable into your computer, otherwise
your printer will not work. Do not
forget to disconnect your printer

before disconnecting the extension
cable. Step 2: Run the Scanners &
Multi-Copier You have to run the

Scanners & Multi-Copier before you
start the first steps. Please refer to the
previous part of this guide for more
information about the Scanners &

Multi-Copier. Step 3: Connect your
Computer to the Network In the

meantime, connect your computer to
the network. If you are using the Wi-
Fi function of your laptop, you must
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download the correct Wi-Fi drivers
and follow the instructions provided

by the manufacturer of your
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